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Coach Central Attacking Play
Drill Objective(s)
  1) To train the ability to attack in central areas of the field.
 * Drill No:               AFD2
 * Age:                    13-Adult soccer fitness drills aerobic
 * No Players:        12+
 * Difficulty:            Medium/Advanced
 * Area/Time:         60x45 yrds (2/3 Pitch)  (25 mins)
Diagram 1

ORGANISATION:
Mark out an area approximately 20x35yrds in the central area of the field with cones.  6 attacking players play against 5 defensive
players to combine in the central area and get chances on goal.  
 * 6 attackers (Yellow)
 * 5 defenders (Red)
 * 1 goalkeeper  (Green)

INSTRUCTIONS:
The start position is at the rear of the 35yrd area where an attacking player passes the ball into the playing area and joins the play. 
Defenders attempt to score on 2 gate goals by passing through them.
  1) A1 passes the ball into one of the attacking players and then joins in the play. A2  looks to combine with other attacking players to

open up space and create opportunities to shoot on goal.  
  2) A2 combines with A3 via a 1-2 to get a shoot on goal. The number of defensive players can be increased to 6 as the attacking

team gains more success.

SCORING:
2 teams compete and attempt to score.  The attacking team scores by scoring on the goal.  The defending team scores by clearing the
ball out through the yellow gate gate. 
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KEY COACHING POINTS:
  1) Receive the ball with an attacking body shape,  half turned and face the goal.
  2) Positive attitude to go forward.
  3) Runs and movement off the ball by other players higher up to create space.  Drag defenders.
  4) Checking runs by the forwards to create space behind or receive short and be a platform for other players to play off.
  5) Overlapping by players committing to going forward.
  6) Encourage short quick passing and wall passes or takeovers.
  7) Vary the delivery into the front 2/3.  I.e. behind the defensive sometimes for forwards to run onto.
  8) Pass and move!
Observe for the following attacking patterns shown in diagram 2.
 * A - Can the center midfielder drive into the space created by the wide player pulling out the defender?
 * B - Pass wide to give width to the attack?
 * C - Can the flank player drive inside OR pass inside to the near forward?
 * D - Drive down the line OR pass to the near forward making a run wide.
 * E - In the forward checks inside and takes the defender(s) inside can we drive down the line?
 * F - Can the flank player play a pass inside to the near forward as a wall pass and receive the ball back down the line (1-2).
 * There are many more patterns which you should explore, these are just a sample to give you ideas. 

PROGRESSIONS:
  1) Require a certain type of combination to score.  For example (1-2, overlap, or takeover).
Diagram 2

VARIATIONS:
  1) None.

NOTES AND OBSERVATIONS:
Encourage fast pace of play to break down the defense.  Try not to make play predictable and mix up the patterns.  Creativity is key in
this area of the field so encourage individualism and tricks/feints.
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Diagrams were generated using Easy Graphics.
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